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Abstract—This research investigates ways to maximize the
outbound handling and freight to customer operations efficiency
based on the real data of The Kraft Heinz Company. A cost to
serve model has been developed to evaluate the performance of
various design alternatives deriving from the field of ”quantity
adjustment” as the dependence of cost efficiency upon labour
intensity at the warehouses and the truck volume utilization
indicated. The research concludes upon the selection of the
optimal design alternative to be implemented per customer as
well as upon which design alternative is more suitable for clusters
of customers that share specific characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s supply chains have to function in a ever-changing
global business environment, defined by strong competition,
increasing demand for customized products and short-time
deliveries. As a result, companies strive to sufficiently meet
the customers’ demand while being cost-effective [1]. The
steep increase in the demand of tailor-made products and
the remarkable levels of outsourcing have induced an all-time
high in supply chain complexity and consequently inflated the
degree of uncertainty and risks that companies have to face
[2]. In this context, the optimal design and coordination of all
the activities of the supply chain entities is essential. [3] On
the grounds of that need for optimal activity coordination the
Optimization of Outbound Handling and Freight to Customer
Operations has been the focus of this research.

Companies are able to trade internationally, relocate their
business processes from one country to another and have large
and complex supply chain networks. This trend has lead the
sector of transport and logistics services to flourish. Many
medium or large businesses outsource their logistics services in
order to reduce their operating costs and investment in storage
and transportation, mitigate risk, save time and allow them to
focus on their own field of expertise. Companies consisting
of professional logisticians that provide services of inventory
management, warehousing, and order fulfillment are called
third-party logistics providers (3PL). [4]

Truck volume utilisation affects the 3PL’s operational costs
and via their costing system it affects the logistics costs
of the outsourcing company [5], while the same could be
said for outbound handling, since economic efficiency is
the combination of pricing and operational efficiency [6].
Apart from costs, truck volume utilisation also affects the
environmental impact of transportation as the number of trucks
needed to satisfy demand increases with inefficient deliveries.
[7] The connection of truck utilization on the one hand with
operational costs affecting the supplier and on the other hand
with hazardous gasses [8] affecting the environment has lead
3PLs to look out for optimization in the field. However, there

are some elements that are out of the 3PL’s reach, such
as the customers order quantity and order frequency, that a
supplier could influence via its strategy regarding contractual
agreements with the customers.

Since the optimal coordination of activities is dependent
on data in terms of measuring the operations’ efficiency
and supporting the decision-making process, this paper will
discuss the topic of outbound handling and freight to customer
operations efficiency using the real data of a company as
a case study and a data-driven model will be developed.
The Kraft Heinz Company will be the source of information
and the company where any developed applications will be
implemented. The product flow of the case study company,
presented in the picture below, is distinguished between Tier-1
movements moving products from production facilities (fac-
tories & co-packers) to warehouses and Tier-2 movements
moving products from warehouses in the logistics network
to the customers. This paper will be focusing only on Tier-2
movements.

Fig. 1. Kraft Heinz Supply chain

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This research focuses on the optimization of the process
of outbound handling that can be described as the retrieval
of stock keeping units from their unique location in the
warehouse due to the placement of a customer order [9] and
the process of ”Freight to Customer Operations” that can be
described as all shipments related to bringing the products
from the warehouses to the customers. Both process are of
vital importance to the business, the former due to the high
percentage(55%) of the running expenses of the warehouse
[10] and the latter due to accounting for the majority of
transportation spend and impacting the customer directly.

With respect to outbound handling, the related activities
include full pallet picking, layer picking, case picking, broken-
case (unit) picking with the time and effort of the warehouse
personnel being higher when picking specific quantities and
units of various products to create one pallet. [11] [10]
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Regarding the efficiency of ”Freight to Customer Operations”,
it depends on the loading of the truck that can be measured
via a loading factor(vehicle fill rate/filling rate). These are
nothing but ratio’s of area occupied over area of the deck
or volume occupied over volume of the truck [12], [13] or
even weight of the load over the maximum legal weight [14].
For unitized loads like pallets the ratio can also take the form
of the number of units carried over the maximum number of
units can be carried [12]. Based on [15] Chapter ”Logistic
Units and Master Data” and having the specifications of [12]
in mind, the loading factor of trucks can be defined for the
case study as:

η =
number of logistic units contained in an order

number of filling units maximally achievable

or

η =

∑
i mFOi

C

where mFOi = cbi csi chi

with
mFOi

being the number of filling units equivalent,
cb the Euro to Block coefficient,
cs the stack-ability coefficient,
ch the height coefficient and
C the load unit capacity

There are two options to increase the loading factor since it
is a fraction these options are either to increase the numerator
or to decrease the denominator. This simple observation leads
to two policies, namely ”Quantity Adjustment” and ”Capacity
Adjustment” [15].”Quantity Adjustment” refers to changing
the order quantities into full pallet multiples by either rounding
up or down to the closest full pallet number. ”Capacity Ad-
justment” refers to changing the trucks capacity to be slightly
smaller than the average order quantity. However, this choice
is for the third-party logistics provider to make consequently
it is of no interest for this research.

With respect to the existing methodologies to address the
problem, research has tended to focus on Long-term like
strategic network design [16] [17] (with respect to the time
span of the decisions to be made) and Short-term models
like vehicle routing problems [18] [19], rather than Medium-
term models like ordering policies decisions that affect the
truck space utilization and warehouse handling efficiency.
Furthermore, many experts have used either on centralized
optimization models [20] or on joint decision making with
shared information [21] which are both unrealistic [22] [23]
[24] [25] [26]. In reality information sharing is partial at the
very best with the order quantities being the only exchanged
information between the parties, the 3PL’s price list known
only by the supplier and the retailers order frequency deducted
from historical data. Moreover, despite the width of literature,
there is a lack of research regarding the effect of the supplier’s
influence elements such as order size and frequency has
to truckload operations. These elements can be manipulated
before the engagement of third party logistics providers via
order management. The only paper that addressed this issue
considered one supplier and one customer [27] and also

one product oversimplifying the problem [28]. It can also
be mentioned here, that the literature also thrives in inven-
tory/replenishment (EOQ) models that have not been analysed
here because they are by principle regarding the problem from
the retailers perspective by trying to minimize the retailers
inventory costs. Not only the retailers perspective is already
well studied but it can be argued that the inefficiencies in
handling and transportation are playing a much more impor-
tant role in the formation of costs than the inefficiencies in
inventory especially with regards to fast moving goods supply
chains [29]. Furthermore, with respect to the provided proof
of consistency to the intended application, most of the studies
use Numerical examples as a demonstration of the function of
model solving some computational experiments, while very
few provide case studies where real data-sets are used leading
to a comparison with the ”real world”. In addition no model
has been designed to address both outbound handling and
freight to customer operations problems. The current research
will try to cover the research gap described, by addressing
truck utilization and warehouse handling efficiency problems
that fall into the range of mid-term level decision making from
a suppliers perspective.

On the other hand, Activity Based Costing (ABC) intro-
duced by [30], a tool designed for achieving âeffective effi-
ciency” in commercial functions aims at determining costs per
product based on all the activities each product requires to be
produced and commercialized. ABC has entered the sphere of
logistics due to its cost-determination function. [31] [32] Apart
from determining which products have the highest costs ABC
improves the understanding of processes [33], [34], opening
the way to customer cost allocation [35] and Cost-to-serve
models. Activity Based Costing is based on the principle that
each product has certain types and levels of activities related
to them. Expanding the same observation to customers led to
Cost-to-serve models [35]. As [36] has observed, companies
should differentiate their supply chain solutions to meet dif-
ferent customer specifications like logistics requirements [37].
Cost to serve models help identifying the singularities of each
customer concerning their order patterns [38]. These models
transform the information of the order pattern of the customer
into costs to support decisions. [31] [36]. What makes the
cost to serve models ideal for this research is that cost to serve
models are meant not only to compare customer order patterns
but also to analyze the strategies to be applied per customer
when efficiency has to be enhanced and costs to decrease. [31]
Furthermore, Cost-to-serve is ideal for costs deriving from
outsourcing activitieslike the ones that are handled by third
party logistic providers. Finally, Activity Based Costing and
Cost-to-serve models have been used to drive improvements
both in outbound handling [17] [39] and in freight to customer
operations [36].

III. DATA ANALYSIS

In order to acquire a better understanding of the system, the
activities discussed in the literature and their associated tariffs
have been identified in the case study company’s environment.
Regarding the loading factor the data retrieved from the price
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lists clarifies that the higher the loading factor is, the lower
the costs are per shipped pallet, and consequently provides
a strong motivation for the case study company to increase
it. With respect to the Full Pallet Picking, Layer Picking
and Case Picking percentages, the data reveal that the unit
of measurement used for the picking activities varies per
type of activity. Consequently,apart from the price table, one
needs also to understand that the configuration of number
of cases per pallet depends on the products specifications,
packaging and customer requirements and varies widely within
KraftHeinz portfolio. KraftHeinz’s products are packaged into
cases and those cases are placed on pallets next to and on top
of each other forming layers up to the point that the stack is
still stable and safe for transportation or up to the point that
it can fit the customer storage height limitations.

The current performance of the logistic system has been
studied and can be summarized by the general customer
statistics and the specific order patterns of the customers.
There is clear evidence to suggest that the biggest opportunity
for KraftHeinz lies in optimizing its outbound handling and
freight to customer operations of the customers that are located
in the Netherlands and more specifically in the Retail channel.

Fig. 2. cases per Country-Channel

However, this customer group seems to be the one with
the most efficient shipments and with the highest full pallet
picking percentages.

Fig. 3. average loading factor per Country-Channel

Fig. 4. Full pallet Layer and Case Picking percentages per Country-Channel

On the other hand a small improvement in this customer
group could significantly affect the overall efficiency of
KraftHeinz’s operations. Moreover, the Pareto principle ( [40])
presented in figure 5 improvements in certain customers could
result in higher overall efficiency than in other customers due
to the volume that is shipped to them.

Fig. 5. Pareto principle for cases delivered to KraftHeinz customers

Consequently, the biggest opportunity seems to be located
in the customers with the highest shipped volume.

Furthermore, each customer pattern seems to be having cer-
tain aspects that can be improved as well as its own limitations
verifying the fact that a ”one size fits all” approach should be
avoided in determining the strategy to be implemented. It is
clear from the bubble graphs presented below, that in general
the way to improve the efficiency of the outbound handling and
freight to customer operations is for the ”bubbles”/customers
to be moved as close to the upper right corner of the graph as
possible.
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Fig. 6. Efficiency for top customer’s responsible for 80% of the shipped
volume from each customer group

For some customers this would mean to order only in full
truck loads while for others to order a higher number of pallets
in each shipment or reduce their order frequency. For other
customers the solution could be to only order on a full pallet
level while for others to order at least on a layer level. The
underlying indicators suggest that, for the change in the order
pattern of the customers, KraftHeinz can select among the
following identified design alternatives:

1) Minimum order quantities strategy, in terms of:
a) Number of pallet places in a truck (loading factor)
b) Number of cases per product (full pallets/ full layers)

2) Order frequency reduction strategy

IV. MODEL FORMULATION

The structure of the model that is able to evaluate the out-
come of the design alternatives has been described both by a
conceptual model and a mathematical model with the required
assumptions, the model was implemented and verified. The
conceptual model serves as a precise illustration of the real-life
system while the mathematical model serves as a specification
of the concept into mathematical language.

Fig. 7. black box representation of the system

The indices and sets, parameters, decision variables
and cost function have been defined as follows:
i for product I = [product1, ..., productm]
j for orders J = [ordernumber1, ..., ordernumbern]
l for ship−to location L = [ship−to1, ..., ship−top]

The parameters and decision variables have been defined as
follows:

1) ordered quantities
dij ordered quantity of product i in order j

2) product specifications
xi number of cases per pallet for product i
yi number of cases per layer for product i
zi number of layers per pallet for product i
hi full pallet height for product i
Cstackabilityi

stack-ability coefficient for product i
Cpallettypei pallet type coefficient for product i
hmaxlayer maximum height for layer-picked pallets
hmaxcase maximum height for case-picked pallets

3) tariffs:
CCasel tariff of 3pl serving ship-to location l for the
case picking activity of one case
CLayerl tariff of 3pl serving ship-to location l for the
layer picking activity of one case
CPalletl tariff of 3pl serving ship-to location l for the
pallet picking activity of one pallet
CShipmentl(p) tariff of 3pl serving ship-to location l for
the transportation activity of one pallet depending on the
number of pallet places pp in the order

alternative =



no MOQ alternative
MOQ=full layers alternative
MOQ=full pallets alternative
MOQ= pp∗l
Order Frequency= 1/n∗ alternative

(1)

pp∗l : number of pallet places allowed per shipment
n∗ : number of shipments allowed in one year

The cost-to-serve function (cts) consists of four terms three
related with outbound handling activities and one with freight
to customer activities and is calculated separately for each
customer.

(2)

cts =

p∑
l=1

FPl(alternative)CPalletl

+ CLPl(alternative)CLayerl

+ CCPl(alternative)CCasek

+ Shipmentcocstsl(alternative)

With:

FPl =


∑n

j=1 fpjl for no MOQ∑n
j=1 fpjl for MOQ=full layers∑n
j=1 fpjl +

∑n
j=1 clpjl

xl
+

∑n
j=1 ccpjl

xl
for MOQ=full pallets

(3)

CLPl =


∑n

j=1 clpjl for no MOQ∑n
j=1 clpjl +

∑n
j=1 ccpjl for MOQ=full layers

0 for MOQ=full pallets
(4)
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CCPl =


∑n

j=1 ccpjl no MOQ
0 for MOQ=full layers
0 for MOQ=full pallets

(5)

(6)SCl

=



∑n
j=1 ppjlCShipmentl(ppjl)

for the no MOQ alternative∑n
j=1 ppjlCShipmentl(ppjl)a+ pp∗l nCShipmentl(pp

∗
l )

for the MOQ= pp∗l alternative∑n
j=1 ppjlCShipmentl(ppjl)b+ (1− b)ppln

∗CShipmentl(ppl)

for the Order Frequency=
1

n∗ alternative

Where:

n =

∑n
j=1 ppjl(1− a)

pp∗l

ppl =

∑n
j=1 ppjl

n∗

a =

{
1 pp∗l ≥ ppjl

0 pp∗l < ppjl

b =

{
1 n∗ ≥ n

0 n∗ < n

For a total cost calculation all one needs to do is to add the
cost-to-serve of every customer.

k for customer K = [customer1, ..., customerq]
(7)

tc =

q∑
l=1

ctsk (8)

It is also important here to clarify the assumptions that had
to be made in the formulation of the mathematical model.

Respecting the model: 1) The total demand of one year
is considered to be the same for all alternatives. 2) Demand
can always be satisfied. 3) Returns and delays are not taken
into account. 4) There is no combination of deliveries. 5) The
tariffs are represented in this model by constant values. 6) The
number of pallet places (ppjl) is rounded up to the closest
integer.

Regarding the alternatives: 1) Regarding the MOQ=full
pallets alternative, it is assumed that the various layer picked
and case picked cases can be combined onto pallets as if they
were one ”average” product. 2) With respect to the MOQ=full
layers alternative, case picked case of the no moq alternative
are assumed to be on full layers without any change on the
total number of cases. 3) With regards to the MOQ= pp∗l alter-
native, an equivalent number of shipments is assumed. 4) As
regards the Order Frequency= 1/n∗ alternative, an equivalent
average number of pallet places per shipment is assumed.
5) Again respecting the Order Frequency= 1/n∗ alternative,
when the total number of pallets cannot be delivered with the
number of shipments allowed by the policy then it is assumed
that the alternative cannot be implemented on this customer
and the costs stay the same as in the no MOQ alternative.

6) For all the alternatives the cascading effects are not taken
into consideration. Finally, it has been verified that the model
is implemented according to the described specifications and
that the implementation accurately represents the conceptual
description.

Fig. 8. verification results

V. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

A. Experimental plan

a) Goal: The goal of each experiment is to determine
the performance of each design alternative with respect to the
KPI which is costs. The experiments consist of model runs and
the runs’ output. The output is quantifying the performance
of the alternative and after conducting a comparative analysis
the selection of the design alternatives per customer can take
place. Furthermore, the performance of each design alternative
can be evaluated in various customer groups sharing similar
characteristics regarding the country and sector they operate
in, the size of their demand, the frequency and the size of their
orders as well as the variability of the size of their orders.

b) Input: The input for all the experiments is the demand
data for each product in each order at all the ship-to locations
throughout the year 2019 with the MOQ or frequency reduc-
tion specifications varying per experiment.

The customers are classified as follows and experiments will
be held per customer type.

1) Country: a) Netherlands b) Belgium c) Luxembourg
2) Channel: a) Retail b) Food Service c) Export
3) Demand with respect to the number of cases shipped in

a year: a) Insignificant (1-1000) b) Low (1001-10000)
c) Medium (10001-100000) d) High (100001-1000000)
e) Significantly High (>1000001)

4) Order Frequency with respect to the year’s average
number of shipments per week: a) Very Low (0-1,4)
b) Low (1,4-2,8) c) Medium (2,8-4,2) d) High (4,2-5,6)
e) Significantly High ( >5,6)

5) Order Size with respect to the year’s average number of
pallet places per shipment: a) Very Small (0-5,2) b) Small
(5,2-10,4) c) Medium (10,4-15,6) d) High (15,6-20,8)
e) Significantly High (20,8-26)

6) Order Size Variability with respect to the year’s standard
deviation of the number of pallet places per shipment:
a) Low (≤ 1) b) Medium (≤ 2) c) High (≤ 4) d) Ex-
tremely High(>4)
c) Configuration: The configuration regarding the one-

to-one relation between 3pl and location, the tariffs applied by
each 3pl provider and the same master data of the products,
is fixed for all the experiments. 12 alternative configurations
have been used with respect to the strategy applied:

1) no MOQ alternative
2) MOQ=full layers alternative (FL)
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3) MOQ=full pallets alternative (FP)
4) MOQ= The first quartile (Q1) of the number of pallet

places of all the orders for each customer alternative
5) MOQ= The median (Q2) of the number of pallet places

of all the orders for each customer alternative
6) MOQ= The third quartile (Q3) of the number of pallet

places of all the orders for each customer alternative
7) MOQ= Full Truck loads (FTL) alternative
8) Order Frequency=1 day per week alternative (1/wk)
9) Order Frequency=2 days per week alternative (2/wk)

10) Order Frequency=3 days per week alternative (3/wk)
11) Order Frequency=4 days per week alternative (4/wk)
12) Order Frequency=5 days per week alternative (5/wk)
Consequently 12 experiments 1 base and 11 alternatives have
been scheduled per customer and per customer type.

B. Results

The performance of the design alternatives has been eval-
uated by comparing the costs, which is the Key Performance
Indicator. The design alternative with the lowest cost is recom-
mended by the model as the optimal strategy per customer. The
developed model not only offers the opportunity for the costs
to be compered per activity but also allows a comparison of
the design alternatives for every single customer. In that sense,
it becomes clear in which customers the biggest efficiency
improvement and cost saving opportunities lie and for which
design alternative. The example presented in the table below,
illustrates the selected alternative(1st) of the customers(1-7)
representing the 80% of the shipped volume in the dutch
retail channel customer group as well as the (2nd to 9th) most
preferable design alternative sorted with respect to cost to
serve from lowest to highest. The customers are also sorted
with respect to their shipped volume from highest to lowest.
It is clear from the table that priority in this group should
be given in the frequency reduction of the second biggest
customer to 4 shipments per week and the biggest customer
to 5 shipments per week and to the third and fourth customer
ordering on full pallets only.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th

1 5/wk FP FTL Q3 Q1 Q2 1/wk FL 3/wk
2 4/wk 5/wk 3/wk FTL Q3 Q2 Q1 2/wk FP
3 FP 2/wk 3/wk 4/wk FTL Q3 Q1 Q2 FL
4 FP 3/wk 4/wk 2/wk FTL Q3 1/wk Q2 Q1
5 5/wk FP FTL Q3 Q2 Q1 FL 1/wk 2/wk
6 FP 2/wk FTL 1/wk Q3 Q1 Q2 FL 3/wk
7 3/wk 4/wk FP Q3 FTL Q1 Q2 FL 5/wk

TABLE I
DESIGN ALTERNATIVE PRIORITISATION PER CUSTOMER

(EXCL.10TH)&11TH )

Furthermore, the performance of each of the design alter-
natives has been evaluated in groups of customers sharing
similar characteristics regarding the country and the sector they
operate in, their yearly demand, their average order size, their
order size variability and their order frequency. A summary of
the performance evaluation of all the alternatives can be found
below.

Fig. 9. performance of the design alternatives per characteristic

1) The MOQ=full layers alternative is among the ones
that offer the lowest cost reduction for every customer type
regarding every characteristic. It seems that it can only be
considered as an alternative for low and insignificant demand
customers operating in the food service of all countries and in
the retail of Luxembourg as well as for customers with very
small order size low or very low order frequency and low order
size variability with the cost reduction ranging in the low levels
of 1% to 4% for customers sharing these characteristics.

2) The MOQ=full pallets alternative is in the top 2 in
terms of cost reduction for almost every type of customer. It
is the alternative that leads to the maximum cost reduction
for customers with high demand, extremely high variability,
order sizes from small to significantly high and low order
frequencies as well as for customers that operate in retail
of the Netherlands and Luxembourg. It is third in terms of
cost reduction only for the customers with significantly high
demand where the frequency reduction alternatives prevail and
for customers with high order variability.

3) The MOQ= The first quartile (Q1) of the number
of pallet places alternative, despite not being among the
sharing the top places in cost reduction, can lead to cost
reduction if implemented on customers with insignificant or
low demand(13% reduction), very small order size(9%) and
low order size variability(18%) and very low order frequen-
cies(6%). If implemented upon customers operating in the food
service sector of Luxembourg it can lead to 12% cost reduction
and 8% upon implementation to their Belgian counterparts.

4) The MOQ= The median (Q2) of the number of pallet
places alternative should be considered for the same type of
customers as the first quartile MOQ alternative but it leads to
a bit higher cost reductions for every characteristic.

5) The MOQ= The third quartile (Q3) of the number
of pallet places alternative should be considered for the
same type of customers as the first and second quartile MOQ
alternatives leading higher cost reductions than both of them.
Apart from those, it can also be considered for customers with
medium demand (8% cost reduction), small order size (7%),
medium order size variability (9%), low and medium order
frequencies (6%).

6) The MOQ= Full Truck loads (26 pallet places) alterna-
tive is in the top 2 in terms of cost reduction for almost every
type of customer. It can lead to tremendous cost reduction
if implemented in the customers that the other MOQ design
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alternatives are just to be considered. For example, it is the
one leading to the highest cost reductions when implemented
at customers with insignificant(36%) low (51%) and medium
(27%) demand. It is also the second most preferable for
customers with high demand leading to 10% cost reduction. It
can also be considered for high (12%)and extremely high(9%)
order size variability. It is the most preferable alternative
for food service customers leading to 48% cost reduction in
Luxembourg, 32% in Belgium and 29% in the Netherlands.

7) The Order Frequency= 1 day per week alternative
can be considered for customers with low medium and high
demand leading to cost reductions of 10%, 14%, and 5%
respectively, very small and small order sizes with savings
of 12% and 8% respectively low and medium order size
variability leading to 8% and 9% cost reduction. While among
the customers with very low and low order frequencies it
can achieve cost reductions of around 8%. Furthermore, it is
the one leading to the highest cost reduction for customers
in the export channel of the Netherlands and should also
be considered for food service customers of the Netherlands
leading to 15% cost reduction.

8) The Order Frequency= 2 days per week alternative,
among customers with high demand, can achieve a 10% cost
reduction placing it in the third position of the most preferable
alternatives among customers sharing this characteristic. It also
occupies the second position of the most preferable alternatives
for customers with significantly high order sizes leading to
9% cost reduction in their group. Furthermore it can achieve
9% reduction for customers with extremely high order size
variability and can also be considered for small and medium
order sizes as well as for customers with low and medium
order frequencies. It is applicable in all 3 channels of the
Netherlands with cost reduction being at 5% for food service
6% for retail and 10% for export.

9) The Order Frequency= 3 days per week alternative
can only be implemented upon customers that operate in the
Netherlands and is most preferable for those in retail. This
alternative is 3rd for customers with medium and low order
frequencies leading to a cost reduction around 12%. It is also
second most preferable for customers with extremely high
order size variability and third most preferable for customers
with medium order sizes with 10% cost reduction for cus-
tomers in both groups. Apart from that, it can be considered
for customers with high and significantly high order sizes cost
reduction 5% and can be considered regarding customers with
high and significantly high demand as it leads to 5% and 8%
cost reduction respectively.

10) The Order Frequency= 4 days per week alternative
is possible for application only in retail Netherlands. It is the
prevailing alternative in terms of cost reduction for customers
with medium order frequency leading to a 16% reduction and
second most preferable for customers with significantly high
order frequency leading to 8% reduction. It is leading to 10%
cost reduction when applied to customers with significantly
high demand, 14% to customers with medium order size and
9% to customers with extremely high order variability.

11) The Order Frequency= 5 days per week alternative
is applicable only on customers operating in the retail sector

of the Netherlands, Specifically it is the most preferable
alternative among customers with significantly high demand
as well as among customers with high and significantly high
frequency leading to 12% 20% and 17% reduction of costs
respectively. Furthermore this alternative is sharing the first
position for high order sizes with 9% in cost reduction, while,
when applied to customers with high order variability it leads
to 8% reduction.

VI. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
WORK

This research has concluded upon, which customer order
pattern changes would have the maximum impact in improving
the overall outbound handling and freight to customer opera-
tions efficiency. The model has been able to prioritize both the
strategies to be implemented per customer and the customers
that are important for a strategy implementation. Moreover,
groups of customers where specific design alternatives are
more preferable have been identified. The research has con-
cluded that for customers with high demand or extremely high
variability or order sizes from small to significantly high or
low order frequencies or customers that operate in Netherlands
and Luxembourg retail sector, the full pallets minimum order
quantity is the one that can save more costs. The full truck
loads alternative is the one leading to the most cost savings
upon implementation to customers with insignificant, low and
medium demand or very small order sizes or low, medium,
and high order size variability or very low order frequency
or customers that operate in food service of all 3 countries.
Finally, the order frequency reduction alternative to 5 ship-
ments per week is the one that can lead to the highest savings
for customers with significantly high demand or high and
significantly high order frequencies or customers operating in
the retail sector of the Netherlands, while the order frequency
reduction alternative to 4 shipments per week is preferable for
customers with medium order frequencies.

In this research the ways to increase outbound handling and
freight to customer operations efficiency have been studied
contributing to the expansion of knowledge in the field of
medium-term supply chain planning. This has been done from
the supplier’s perspective. The models results and prioritiza-
tion have been proven useful for the case study company in
rising awareness regarding the causal factors, as well as in as-
sisting in the negotiations with the customers and the decision
making. Apart from its own contribution, this study has also
helped in identifying fields that require further investigation.
Firstly, the application of the model could be expanded to other
case study companies willing to share their data in order for
the results to be compared and test if the models suggested
design alternatives are universally applicable. Secondly, in this
research the design alternatives have been evaluated costs have
been selected as the KPI upon which. An interesting future
research direction would be to use CO2 emissions as a KPI
and compare the suggested alternatives with the ones proposed
by this research. Finally, an interesting research direction could
be to incorporate more factors that support the decision making
process in the model. Potential of cost savings calculated
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by the cost-to-serve model for every alternative and every
customer is only one factor amongst those that define the
strategy to be selected to be negotiated with the customer.
Factors that could be also taken into consideration are the
market share and potential market growth of the customer as
well as the state of the business relationship of the supplier
with the customer.
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